THE KNOW YOUR WATER® Program
An Operation Unite® Outreach

Nobody wants to experience a dry well. The KNOW YOUR WATER® program makes your groundwater needs
manageable.
Building a citizen response to a sometimes limited resource, like water, requires an expanded understanding of its
presence and function in our lives. This is why our first step is to provide you with information describing your water
supply. Once recognized, adaptive capacity, resourcefulness and willingness to work with our neighbors becomes the
necessary component that transforms limitation into accommodation and satisfaction in your life and community.
Operation Unite® wants to help. We have created several programs that are
designed to build your capacity in handling a more varied and changing presence of
water in your life. The KNOW YOU WATER® program informs and teaches you very
important aspects of your water supply. The Neighborhood Water Alliance is
another program that brings neighbors together to create a water contingency plan
for the neighborhood.
These programs are special because you build them to accomplish what you want to
achieve; a healthy water supply. The most basic level of the KNOW YOUR WATER
program simply provides observation of groundwater depths in your well through
time. This information is interpreted and presented to you as a concise reporting of
groundwater conditions and life‐style stresses. You use it to decide on your water
demand options. We even provide a one‐hour consultation to help you decide on a
plan of action for the next water year. This is where your adaptive skills come into play.
The KNOW YOUR WATER® program can be expanded based on your level of interest and these expanded parts can be
changed each year.
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Wellhead Survey
Water Quality Testing
Rainwater Harvest Potential
Groundwater Recharge Potential
Life‐style Well Test
Neighborhood Survey

So, join the Operation Unite® KNOW YOUR WATER® and Neighborhood Water Alliance programs and make your life’s
groundwater needs manageable today and into the future. We give you the information you need and teach you how to
use it. You make all the decisions.

CALL: 530‐478‐1260;
email: stevebaker@operationunite.co
Operation Unite® also has a Facebook page
Operation Unite®, POB 922, Nevada City, California 95959

